
Adelaide Park Lands Preserva�on Associa�on, Inc.

Submission to Legisla�ve Review Commi�ee 

Inquiry into Pe��on No. 2 of 2020 – 14 September 2020

Background - Petition No.2 of 2020

In February 2020 the Legisla�ve Council received a pe��on containing approximnately 14,000 signatures.

The pe��on contained four requests:

The Pe��oners pray that the Legisla�ve Council will: 

1. undertake an independent review of the opera�on of the Planning, Development and Infrastructure Act 

2016 to determine its impact on community rights, sustainability, heritage and environment protec�on;

2. undertake an independent review of the governance and opera�on of the State Planning Commission 

and the State Commission Assessment Panel;

3. urge the Government to defer the further implementa�on of the Planning and Design Code un�l:

a) genuine process of public par�cipa�on has been undertaken; and

b) thorough and independent modelling and risk assessment process is undertaken;

4. legislate to ban dona�ons to poli�cal par�es from developers similar to laws in Queensland and NSW.

The Adelaide Park Lands Preserva�on Associa�on (APPA) supports these requests.  

In addi�on, we have specific concerns about the Planning and Design Code upon the Adelaide Park Lands as

outlined below.

We would welcome the opportunity to address the Legisla�ve Review Commi/ee and respond to ques�ons

from Commi/ee members.
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Specific concerns about the Adelaide Park Lands 

1. Environmental and social values

� The fundamental intent of the Adelaide Park Lands to provide a green belt surrounding the city

for environmental and social benefits of its free public space for the public is neither recognised

nor acknowledged by the current Code provisions.  The Park Lands provide the only significant

green canopy component of the City Plan. 

� Park Lands have been whi/led away since 1837 with the rate of loss accelera�ng in the past

decade.   An es�mated 200 sites  within the Park  Lands  have been lost  to  the public  due  to

aliena�on.1  Sites o4en are picked off, or singled out for proposed ad hoc new uses to serve

immediate or short-term needs, without regard to the cumula�ve effect of mul�ple losses on the

integrity of the Park Lands as a whole or the value of urban green spaces.  It  is  death by a

thousand cuts.  There is no effec�ve legisla�ve brake on this process of a/ri�on.  As each site is

picked off, one by one, the integrity and value of the whole is undermined.  The Code as dra4ed,

risks  accelera�ng  the  trend.   The  Park  Lands  should  not  be  for  sale  or  viewed  as  merely

convenient vacant  land for  development purposes.  They represent  only  0.2% of the area of

Greater  Adelaide.   Their  importance  is  increasingly  relevant  given  the  temperatures  due  to

climate change.

2.  Consultation and review of the Code

� APPA, as a community group that proac�vely promotes and seeks to retain the environmental

and social values of the Adelaide Park Lands has not been given a formal opportunity to consult

with the State Planning Commission, unlike the UDIA and the Property Council which have both

been represented on a formal and con�nuous basis in ongoing engagement over the past five or

more years.

� APPA had insufficient �me to properly review and understand how dra4 code provisions for the

Adelaide Park Lands had changed from the current Development Plan provisions, due to the �ght

�melines for implementa�on of Phase 3 of the Code implementa�on (before the extensions were

legislated). 

� What we did note in our submission to the State Planning Commission (see Appendix 1) was a

significant “dumbing down” of current City of Adelaide precinct provisions and detailed policy for

the  Park  Lands,  and the  loosening  of  the  current  system  of  lis�ng  what  is  an�cipated,  and

deeming the rest non-complying.  We supported Adelaide Council’s posi�on re maintaining that

list and reinsta�ng missing relevant policy.

� We now ques�on Adelaide Council’s proposi�on to make currently non-complying hotel, school

and infrastructure development  performance/merit  assessed instead of  categorising  them as

restricted development under the new regime as this would cut out the opportunity for APPA or

members of the public to challenge any development in the courts.

� Either way, along with the pe��oners, we request an opportunity to review the second dra4 of

the Code to ensure “like for like” policy has been achieved before the Code is ac�vated in the City

of Adelaide.

1 www.adelaide-parklands.asn.au/alienations  
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3.  “City Open Space”

� The �tle of the zoning “City Open Space” and planning policies in the dra4 Planning and Design

Code do not acknowledge the historic and social values of Adelaide’s surrounding Park Lands and

Squares nor recognise the world-unique nature of this resource.  Adelaide is the only city in the

world garlanded by Park Lands.  Failing to acknowledge this, and giving a nod only to generic

“open space” risks undermining the city’s most important asset, as if it was equivalent merely to

generic open space in any other city.

� The provisions for “City Open Space” are deficient in the lack of clear policies and development

direc�ons to  provide  a  balance of green passive  recrea�onal  space with the con�nuance of

exis�ng sports facili�es and ephemeral events.

4. Code alignment with the Adelaide Park Lands Act 2005, the Adelaide Park Lands

Management Strategy 2015-25 and the Local Government Act 1999

� Code  provisions ought  to  reflect  other  legisla�on when it  comes to  planning  ma/ers,  as  all

development can be assessed only against the Code. The argument from the State Government

has  been that  many  current  Adelaide Development  Plan  provisions  are  management-related

rather  than planning-related.   However,  building  footprint  and car  parking  (for  example)  are

clearly  planning  related.   The  nuances  in  the  exis�ng  City  of  Adealide  Development  Plan  ,

including the transla�on of the general  requirement to reduce Park Lands aliena�on through

reduced car parking and reduce overall built footprint have been lost from the new Code.

5. A heritage overlay for the National Heritage area

� The Code does not recognise that the Adelaide Park Lands have Na�onal Heritage status, nor that

the State Heritage Council in December 2018 recommended the Adelaide Park Lands for recogni�on

as a State Heritage Area.

� Declara�on of the Adelaide Park Lands as a State Heritage Area has been delayed since December

2018  pending  prepara�on of  a  Conserva�on Management  Plan  (CMP).    While  APPA supports

preparation of  a CMP we do not  consider  that  the present  lack of  such a plan should

prevent appropriate interim zoning of the Park Lands.

� Adelaide City Council is also supportive of State Heritage listing for the Park Lands.
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Appendix 1 – APPA submission on the Draft Planning 

and Design Code to the State Planning Commission
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Adelaide Park Lands Preserva�on Associa�on, Inc.
www.adelaide-parklands.asn.au

secretary@adelaide-parklands.asn.au

P.O. Box 4053, Norwood South SA 5067

ABN 19 706 384 386

Thursday 27 February 2020

Michael Lennon 

State Planning Commission 

GPO Box 1815

Adelaide SA 5001

Dear Mr Lennon 

RE:  DRAFT PLANNING AND DESIGN CODE 

The Adelaide Park Lands Preservation Association (APPA) appreciates the opportunity to provide

feedback on the draft Planning and Design Code (the Code). We look forward to working with the

State Planning Commission and the City of Adelaide (CoA) to refine the Code to ensure it protects

and promotes the special status, attributes and landscape character of the Adelaide Park Lands, and

that the final version of the Code is a document that  genuinely aligns ‘like for like’ or improves

upon the CoA’s current Development Plan, while also aiming to reinforce and align with the many

other Park Lands statutory planning and management documents established under state and federal

legislation, namely the Adelaide Park Lands (APL) Act 2005 (SA) the Local Government Act 1999

(SA) (Chapter  11,  Part  1  governing  Community  Land)  and  the  Environment  Protection  and

Biodiversity Conservation (EPBC) Act 1999 (C'wealth) governing National Heritage-listed places.

We note that the current CoA Development Plan and Adelaide Park Lands Management Strategy

(APLMS) have evolved over many decades of activism, consultation and expert input since (i) the

1980s,  when  APPA  was  established  as  a  non-profit  community-based  ‘watchdog’  to  monitor

government  planning  and actions,  and to speak out  on behalf  of all  South Australians  when the

Adelaide Park Lands’ public open space and landscape values are at risk, and (ii) from 2005, when the

Adelaide Park Lands Authority (APLA) was established under the APL Act to undertake a key policy

role with respect to the management and protection of the Park Lands. 

As a poorly-resourced community group, APPA appreciates Minister Knoll’s recent decision to delay

implementation of the Code, although, as expressed below, we believe that further delay in the system

‘going live’  will  be required, along with the establishment  of a  clear  mechanism for review and

amendment of the Code ahead of its implementation. We echo the many community groups across the

state who simply have not had the capacity to review the draft Code thoroughly in the given time

frame, especially given the enormous size of the draft PDF document (over 3000 pages), its numerous

anomalies,  its  clear  departure  from a genuine ‘like for  like’  transition of policy, and the current

awkward table and map format versions of the proposed e-planning system.

We have therefore relied heavily on the City of Adelaide’s own analysis and submissions – with

which we are in broad agreement – and on the advice of an independent planning consultant,  to

highlight  what  we believe are  the key issues  needing to be addressed.  These are  summarised  as

follows:

1. Will  future  Code-based,  Performance-based  and  Restricted  Development  assessment  be

required to take into account Adelaide Park Lands policy outside of the Code?

APPA notes that much of the policy for the current assessment of development proposals for the

Adelaide Park Lands comes from policy documents external to the Code and to the SA planning

system, namely the APLMS under the APL Act 2005 (SA) (the Act), the relevant Community Land

Management Plans (CLMPs) under section 196 of the  Local Government Act 1999 (SA) and the

stated National Heritage values under the EPBC Act 1999. APPA is concerned that proposed Code-

based,  Performance-Based  and  Restricted  Development  assessment  processes  will  only  take  into

account the very limited policy currently contained within the Code, and urgently seeks clarity on this,

as this will have enormous and very direct repercussions for the future of the Adelaide Park Lands. 



We recommend that the Code for the Adelaide Park Lands Zone includes cross references to the

Statutory Principles of the APL Act, to the APLMS and to the relevant CLMPs, or directly imports

policy  from those  documents  which  are  mandated  by  the  respective  legislation  and  which  were

adopted by Council and State Government after very detailed and painstaking reviews, including by a

joint City of Adelaide/SA Government Project Advisory Group to the Adelaide Park Lands Authority.

2. EBPC Act referral and assessment 

APPA recommends that a self-assessment and referral process is undertaken in consultation with the

federal Department for Environment in accordance with the EPBC Act 1999 regarding any possible

effects the Code may have on the values which underpin the National Heritage Listing of the Adelaide

Park Lands and City Layout.

3. Significant (Cultural) Landscape Protection overlay for National Heritage Place

APPA recommends more refined policy with regard to protecting the cultural landscape values of the

National Heritage-listed Park Lands, and suggest this could be further reinforced with a mechanism

such  as  a  Significant  (Cultural)  Landscape  Protection  overlay.  Under  existing  legislation  and

mapping, and under the Code and new mapping, there is no identification of the National Heritage

Place, and as  such there  is  no identification of  whether a  development proposal  may impact the

National  Heritage  values.  The  Department  of  Environment  (C'wealth)  ‘Matters  of  National

Environmental Significance: Significant Impact Guidelines’ requires actions, such as introduction of a

new policy or a new development application, to undertake a self-assessment process to determine if a

referral to the Commonwealth Government is required to ensure that actions to, or in the vicinity of a

National Heritage place do not impact on National Heritage values.   However,  there is currently

nothing in the SA Planning system to define the National Heritage curtilage of the Adelaide Park

Lands and City Layout, nor to alert development application processes to this obligation. 

The Australia International Council  on Monuments and Sites (AICOMOS) has recommended that

National Heritage Places such as the Adelaide Park Lands and City Layout should be identified in

South  Australia’s  planning  system  in  some  way,  so  that  if  necessary,  potential  impacts  can  be

appropriately  considered  and  assessed.   APPA  supports  this  recommendation.   National  and

Commonwealth Heritage Places could be an overlay, such as ‘for information’ or, in the case of the

Adelaide  Park  Lands  and  City  Layout,  could  be  identified  as  a  Significant  Cultural  Landscape

Overlay, in new mapping linked to the Code. This is already undertaken in NSW, with an example

being the National Heritage listing of ‘Bondi Beach’ which is shown on the Heritage Map under the

Waverley Local  Environment  Plan.  In addition,  the National  Heritage listing for  Bondi  Beach is

mentioned on the NSW Heritage Register search (the equivalent of our Heritage Places Database).

Such identification is also recommended for South Australian National Heritage Places such as the

Adelaide Park Lands and City Layout.

APPA notes that the federal government has requested the establishment of a Heritage Management

Plan for the Adelaide Park Lands and City Layout National Heritage site, and recommends that this

process  should  be  reinforced  through  a  Significant  (Cultural)  Landscape  Protection  overlay  to

underpin management of the recognised national heritage values.

4. Dedicated Zone for Adelaide Park Lands and Squares

APPA supports the recognition of the special attributes of the Adelaide Park Lands through a renamed

Adelaide Park Lands (APL) Zone. APPA agrees that the boundary of the APL Zone should include

the six squares which are a part of the Adelaide Park Lands and recognised as such under the Adelaide

Park Lands Act 2005 (SA) and the EBPC Act.
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5. Strengthened policies around appropriate land use and built form

APPA notes that the Adelaide Park Lands are primarily for outdoor recreational purposes and any

other land uses  should be ancillary and supportive to  these uses.   The draft  Code provides  little

guidance to assess uses other than those specifically envisaged. The implication may be inadequate

policy basis to refuse inappropriate land uses, this being at odds with legislative framework in place

for the Park Lands. 

While APPA supports the CoA’s recommendation to delete the proposed 2 Subzones (Adelaide Oval

and  East  Park  Lands)  in  favour  of  more  comprehensive  Zone-wide  policies  that  are  further

strengthened to prevent inappropriate development (land uses and built form) across the proposed

Adelaide Park Lands Zone, we note  this  would require the reinstatement of the current land use

strategy of the CoA Development Plan where envisaged land uses are clearly outlined and all other

land uses are considered inappropriate.

Alternatively,  APPA  proposes  ALL  the  existing  policy  areas  and  precincts  of  the  current  CoA

Development Plan  are transitioned to Subzones recognising unique land use or landscape character

differences  across the Adelaide Park Lands Zone, while also incorporating relevant policy from the

APLMS  and  the  CLMPs.  APPA  proposes  that  more  sophisticated  drafting  of  the  Code  with

comprehensive Zone-wide policies  underpinned by Subzone policy areas could provide a  one-off

opportunity to better align all of these policies, and to remove current anomalies and discrepancies

between the different statutory and policy frameworks and recommends that the City of Adelaide and

the Commission explore this alternative approach in more depth and in consultation with community

members.

Specifically, PO.1.8 identifies a future for the Adelaide Aquatic Centre. However, this is a departure

from the CoA Development Plan which seeks no change in land use. APPA requests reinstatement of

the original policy, and/or a re-drafted policy that would permit future return of the Aquatic Centre

site to public Park Land.

6. Strengthened policy around built  form and reinstatement of  key CoA Development Plan

policies

New and larger buildings are more clearly contemplated by the Code, presenting a departure from the

present CoA Development Plan key policies that seek:

� a reduction of building floor area, fenced and paved areas over time 

� progressive return of alienated land to the Park Lands; and  

� a reduction in the number and extent of buildings.

APPA strongly supports reinstatement of the above policies with regard to built form.

Additionally, PO.1.8 identifies a very loosely-defined future for the Park 2 precinct that is a departure

from the CoA Development Plan (which seeks no increase in total floor area of the existing Aquatic

Centre). APPA requests reinstatement of the original policy, and/or a re-drafted policy that would

permit future return of the Aquatic Centre site to public Park Land.

7. Achieve ‘like for like’ through listing of appropriate land uses and deeming all other land

uses inappropriate

APPA notes that the proposed Code policy approach is much more permissive than the existing CoA

Development Plan, which lists all developments as non-complying unless specifically envisaged in

the Park Lands Zone, or within a specific policy area. What is being proposed is not ‘like for like’ and

will enable unwanted and inappropriate development across the Park Lands.  APPA agrees with the

City  of  Adelaide’s  suggestion  for  the  Code  to  describe  or  list  what  is  appropriate  or  envisaged

development  by  reinstating  current  Development  Plan  policy. All  development  other  than  listed

appropriate should thus be deemed inappropriate. 
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8. Refinement of Desired Outcomes

APPA recommends including within the ‘Desired Outcomes’ of the Zone more descriptive policies to

protect and enhance  the unique features and landscape character of the Adelaide Park Lands. This

could be achieved through reinstatement and revision of the current Desired Character policy, as

Desired Outcomes. It may be noted that current CoA Development Plan policy for the park lands is

the outcome of extensive and detailed investigation and evaluation of landscape values undertaken

independently  for  the  CoA,  utilizing  extensive  time and  resources  that  are  not  available  to  the

Commission. Code policy should respect that history and level of sophistication. 

9. Design guidelines for new buildings

APPA suggests revising the ‘Built-form and Character’ provisions to provide greater clarity regarding

new buildings in the Adelaide Park Lands. This could be achieved through incorporation of the City

of Adelaide’s Park Lands Building Design Guidelines (under  development) into the Code; or  these

being adopted as  a  Design  Standard  to further  support  high  quality  Park  Lands  building  design.

However  APPA notes  that  these  guidelines  are  essentially  architecturally-driven,  and  contain no

rigour  with  regard  to policy  for  reducing  built  form  impact  on  landscape  values,  such  as  the

containment  of  footprint and height  limits. The   Guidelines   would need  to  work  in  tandem with  

strengthened policy around built form   impacts,   and   the   reinstatement of key policies discussed under  

H  eadings 6 -9   a  bove, and Headings 10-13 below.  

10. Specific policy content to suit the unique qualities of the Adelaide Park Lands

APPA agrees with the CoA that the unique planning considerations for the Zone (and possible Sub-

zones) warrant zone-specific policy content on matters including movement and parking, advertising

and fencing (rather than the general policy that applies across other zones, that does not adequately

recognise the unique qualities of the Adelaide Park Lands). For example the APLMS, which has been

adopted by both the CoA and State Government in accord with (Adelaide Park Lands) Act extensively

addresses movement and parking, advertising and fencing, well beyond the level of general policy.

This policy needs to be included or referenced in the Code provisions.

Specifically car parking on park lands is currently supported by the Code provided it is ancillary, a 

policy change (without justification) from the CoA Development Plan and APLMS, which seek in 

various locations to limit, remove and reinstate to Park Lands. The application of Code General 

Modules car parking rates will clearly result in excessive car parking in the Park Lands based on 

standard car parking rates, and APPA strobngly supports the CoA request to amend these Code 

provisions to reflect the APLMS and the CoA Development Plan.

11.Public notification for all code-assessed development

Given the status of the Adelaide Park Lands as public land APPA supports public notification for all

code-assessed development assessments.  Nevertheless, we suggest that minor types of development

that are currently not subject to notification should be exempt from public notification.  

12. Mapping and concept plans

APPA agrees that the reinstatement and addition of mapping and / or concept plans would support a

clearer statutory planning framework, including the additional mapping of a National Heritage-listed

Significant Landscape Overlay.

13. Former ‘non-complying’ and ‘seriously at variance’ development 

APPA supports the establishment of clear lists of appropriate or envisaged development along with

lists of inappropriate development, with all other (non-listed) development deemed inappropriate in

the Adelaide Park Lands Zone, but subject to a performance-based assessment.
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It is of considerable concern to APPA that the Code has no equivalent to the current ‘non-complying

use’ designation and that it is not clear how applications which would have been caught in this net

would  be  dealt  with  beyond  the  seemingly  opaque  ‘Restricted  Development’  and  ‘Performance

Based’ assessment processes. 

In  light  of  the  unclear  nature  of  ‘Restricted  Development’  assessment  we  support  the  City  of

Adelaide’s  recommendation  that  current  non-complying  development  be  deemed  ‘inappropriate

development’ and performance-assessed, with the proviso that Code policy is revised to   provide a list  

of  what is appropriate development,  and that  all development other than that listed appropriate is

deemed inappropriate in the Adelaide Park Lands Zone. 

For example, given that  Education Establishments and Public Infrastructure  are anticipated  under

certain  circumstances   and    within  some  parts  of  the  Zone,     it  is  recommended  that  these  are

Performance Assessed Development with reference to all statutory documents and plans, along with

the establishment of defined SubZones that designate where such uses are deemed appropriate.

Given Hotels,  Commercial  and Residential  land uses  are  NOT anticipated  in the Zone (unless  a

commercial use is defined as ancillary to the primary purpose of the Park Lands as public recreational

open space), these should be listed as inappropriate development, but remain a Performance-Assessed

Development.

As to the notion of a proposal being ‘seriously at variance’ with the zone provisions, it is entirely

unclear how such outliers will be captured and dealt with. The discontinuation of the requirement for

concurrence between local and state authorities on such outliers is also a concern, especially with

regard to applications previously deemed non-complying, in this highly sensitive landscape.

14. Aboriginal Heritage in the Adelaide Park Lands

We highlight  that  there  is  no  mention  in  the  Code  of  policies  regarding  Aboriginal  heritage  or

culturally significant sites, despite their inclusion in State Planning Policy 7. This is also a gap in the

current planning system, with there being no mechanism for formal referral relating to Aboriginal

cultural  matters and the protection of Aboriginal  heritage, despite the wide-reaching effect  of the

Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA), by which all development applications are bound. 

APPA is aware of, for example, several existent Aboriginal burial sites that have been ignored during

assessment of development applications which have subsequently required abandonment or major

revision due to the provisions of the Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 (SA).

15. Regular review process for the Code

Finally it is of concern to APPA there appears to be no clear path for regular review, revision and 

amendment of the Code as was previously and clearly articulated in the section 30 review process of 

the Development Act 1993.

16. Conclusions

Once again APPA makes the point that in the short space of time allowed for its review, it has been

challenging for professionals to understand the Code and its on-ground effects, let alone lay people.

APPA is concerned that the 'speeding train' of the Code is rushing the City of Adelaide into accepting

deeply flawed code provisions for the Park Lands as replacement for the current sophisticated and

fine-tuned Development Plan provisions.

We therefore thank you for extending the implementation deadline of the Code but, consistent with

the spirit of the Community Engagement Charter, urge you to allow the draft Code, amended after

consideration of all submissions, to be further reviewed by the City of Adelaide, and by community

members, before it is implemented. The failure of the Commission to respond to all feedback to date,
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the clear departure from ‘like for like’ policy transition, the refusal of FOI requests by the Department

of Planning and Infrastructure (DPTI), along with the numerous errors and anomalies still in evident

in the draft Code as APPA undertakes this submission, makes allowing time for a second review an

imperative if the community and the development industry is to have trust in eventual  successful

implementation of the Code.

In a more general sense, we contend that the draft Code allows the pendulum to swing too far from

the centre in terms of the stripped-down policy settings it proposes for the National Heritage-listed

Adelaide Park Lands. If the current Development Plan is perceived as too complex or heavy handed –

and APPA would contest this proposition – then we suggest that the draft Code applies  too light a

touch in its approach to development planning with respect to the Park Lands, and with respect to

development  across  metropolitan  Adelaide  and  the  rest  of  South  Australia.  Specifically,  APPA

contests that in its current form the Code clearly does not provide a ‘like for like’ transition of policy

from the current   CoA   Development Plan   

The possibility that a single Adelaide Park Lands zone may lack nuance with regard to the diverse

range of policy areas and landscape character within the Park Lands is of particular concern to APPA.

We consider this issue requires more discussion between Council, APLA, APPA and the Commission

as to what is the best way forward for incorporating Park Lands specific policy into the new Code.

That is, discussion as to whether a single Adelaide Park Lands Zone versus a transition of current

Development Plan policy areas to a number of new Subzones will result in a more effective ‘like for

like” transition of policy.

The failure to clearly define a transparent process for the assessment of ‘Restricted Development’ or

development  that  is  ‘Seriously  at  Variance’  with  the  Code  is  also  of  concern.  Efficiency  and

productivity should indeed be hallmarks of a modern planning system, but these attributes should not

come  at  the  complete  expense  of  community  wishes  and  expectations,  and  globally-recognised

heritage values and landscape values evolved over so many years.

For all of these reasons we request:

� clarification on how assessment under the Code will incorporate or reference planning and

management policy external to it;

� amendment of the draft Code in a manner which is consistent with the points set out above

and with the City of Adelaide’s submission on this matter;

� full and comprehensive testing of the Planning and Design Code before it goes live to identify

significant unanticipated and/or inappropriate policy changes, errors, missing content and/or

unintended consequences to allow for required policy amendments;

� additional consultation with community groups on changes to the Planning and Design Code

arising from Phase 3 submissions, through circulation of and consultation on a second draft of

the Code; 

� that the Commission ensures every South Australian is notified of the changes proposed to

their property to meet the PDI Act and Community Engagement Charter;

� the opportunity to test the effect of the proposed Code in the ePlanning system (as originally

proposed  in the announced transition process); 

� that  the Commission provide adequate  time to prepare for the full  implementation of  the

changes in order to secure community confidence in the transition process; and

� that the Commission provide a clear articulation of a regular review process for revising and

amending the Code, in line with the previous Section 30 Development Plan review process.

We trust  that  you  find this  feedback constructive and that,  along with the City of  Adelaide and

Adelaide Park Lands Authority submissions, it will lead to amendments to the Code as it applies to

the currently- named  City Park Lands Zone, with additional policy where there is agreement that

policy gaps exist, or amendment is required.
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Yours sincerely,

Shane Sody

President

Adelaide Park Lands Preservation Association
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Appendix 2 – the Adelaide Park Lands

The Adelaide Park Lands garland the CBD and North Adelaide in a figure-8 loop.   The Adelaide Park Lands

are world-unique.   Adelaide  is  the  world’s  only  city  built  inside a  Park.    Their  historic  significance  is

recognised by na#onal heritage lis#ng (since 2008)2 and poten#al world heritage lis#ng, currently being

inves#gated by the City of Adelaide and others.3

This  unique resource gives  Adelaide an  advantage that  no  other  city in  the world can  match.   During

summer heat waves the Adelaide Park Lands effec#vely lower the temperature in the CBD4 and also reduce

electricity consump#on in CBD buildings, especially those located close to the Park Lands.5

Over 183 years, the Adelaide Park Lands have been subjected to hundreds of accumulated losses.6  The rate

of a4ri#on shows no signs of easing.  If anything, it has accelerated within the past decade.7

2 http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/places/national/adelaide-parklands   
3 https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/messenger/city/adelaides-tourism-would-rise-up-to-30-per-cent-if-  

parklands-were-world-heritage-listed-report-says/news-story/bc678f8dcff306b48e6d2e64195df5c9 
4 Guan et al et  al  "Effective surface areas for optimal  correlations between surface brightness and air

temperatures in an urban environment" Journal of Applied Remote Sensing Vol. 9, 2015
5 Guan et al "Response of office building electricity  consumption to urban weather in  Adelaide,  South

Australia" (2014) Urban Climate 10 (2014) pp 42-55
6 http://www.adelaide-parklands.asn.au/alienations  
7 http://www,adelaide-parklands.asn.au/current-issues  
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Appendix 3 - Adelaide Park Lands Preservation Assn

The Adelaide Park Lands Preserva#on Associa#on Inc (APPA) was founded in 1987 as a non-profit community 

based ‘watchdog’, offering South Australians a focal point to help preserve and restore the Adelaide Park Lands.  

Our proac�ve ac�vi�es to raise awareness of the Park Lands include:

� sponsorship of a biennial Park Lands Art Prize8 (2020 prize money $38,500)

� regular (at least monthly) guided walks;9

� publica#on (in partnership with the Na#onal Trust) of “trail guides” to facilitate self-guided walks in the

Park Lands;10

� daily publica#on on social media of the #adelaideparklands #picoAheday;

� publica#on of a Park Lands video of the month;

� campaigning for “restora#on” of Park Lands areas that have been previously alienated.11

Our reac�ve work focusses on lobbying to prevent further aliena#on of Park Lands.  There are at least 200 

loca#ons within the Park Lands that have been alienated from public use.12 APPA’s published diagram (below) 

proposes an easily-understandable dis#nc#on between uses that are consistent with the concept of Park Lands 

and those that are inconsistent.  Hardly a month goes by without addi#onal inconsistent land uses being 

proposed, considered or authorised.13

Consistent with the above diagram, APPA does not object to temporary fenced events within Park Lands, but 

clearly the dura#on and area of any public exclusion from Park Lands is relevant to whether a fenced land use 

would be consistent with the concepts of “public” and “open”.

8 www.parklandsart.com  
9 www.adelaide-parklands.asn.au/guided-walks  
10 https://adelaidecityexplorer.com.au/tours/browse/  
11 www.adelaide-parklands.asn.au/restoration  
12 www.adelaide-parklands.asn.au/alienations  
13 www.adelaide-parklands.asn.au/current-issues  
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